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The girl who dreams of Hollywood

Curious looking eyes but always in a good and happy mood: Hanna Mathis, 21
from Austria, is an open-minded women who knows about her goals in life. Her
outfit is casual but also artsy in her own way of dressing which underlines her
confident and out-going way of being but also indicates her creativity.

As Hanna is curious about what is going
on around her in terms of political topics
as well as cultural and arty themes she
is really passionate to express her own
creativity through writing. She says: “Life
is writing the best stories”, which
perfectly explains where Hanna is
getting her inspiration from as she is
really into travelling and meeting new
people. Not only people who she meets
along the way inspire her but also
novels and films make her creative heart beats faster. “I am always looking for
stories”, she says which truly underlines her open and authentic way of
communicating with her fellow human beings.
Through journalism Hanna wants to combine her writing skills with her passion for
film production. “I want to be able to meet new people through my journalistic
work” she says and indicates that she is looking forward to establish a connection
between her journalistic work and the film industry in Hollywood in the future.
As Hanna is more into creative journalism than news reporting the ambitious and
also dreamy part of Hanna sees herself making documentaries and creative
movies based on her own writings in ten years from now. But except from
achieving her own aims Hanna wants to simplify topics “to help people
understand difficult issues and cases” through her journalistic work.
You can clearly see Hanna is full of power and positivity to gain her goals. One
reason why she went to a foreign city to gain new experiences, impressions and
to get inspired by the dutch culture.

